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thus creates... bee time



executive summary 

honey leaf + bumble is a bee awareness discovery and cultural visitor centre, located 
in the industrial sector of the False creek Flats district, educates Vancouverites on the 
environmental and economical impact and benefits of honeybees and native bees. As the 
population of bees around North America are decreasing in significant numbers, it is crucial 
now more than ever to create awareness and initiatives toward recovering bee colonies 
around our communities. 

A third of all bee colonies in North America has collapsed each year due to Colony Collapse 
Disorder (CCD), caused by a series of problems such as: pesticides, mono-agriculture, 
climate change, pollution, and pests and viruses. The expansion of urban communities with 
high-rises and dense commercial outlets result in the removal of natural pollinator habitats, 
which are crucial for their survival and thus affects human livability. 

honey leaf + bumble serves to educate the Vancouver community on bee awareness 
through four main spaces: 

• The workshops offer expert beekeeping classes,
• the retail store sells local handmade bee by-products crafted by the at-risk community, 
• the observation hives allow visitors to have an up-close and personal connection with 

honeybees at work, 
• and the restaurant serves only bee-pollinated food harvested from the centre’s 

pollinator garden. 

Extensive research on bees, sustainable construction, location and building analysis, and 
case studies informed Honey Leaf + Bumble’s concept and design development to achieve 
LEED and WELL Platinum -- along with the Living Building Challenge through on-site 
sustainable technology, materials selection, and design. 

Honey Leaf + Bumble’s mission is to inspire Vancouverites to have a harmonious symbiotic 
relationship with bees in an eco-friendly and sustainable urban ecosystem. This project 
proposal demonstrates the feasibility, concept, design development, and design solution 
of the bee awareness centre to achieve its goal in creating a thriving environment for bees 
and the Vancouver community.



part 1: significance



design statement 

This capstone project discusses the benefits of Honey Leaf + Bumble, a bee awareness 
centre located in the False creek Flats, Vancouver, which provides workshops, tours, a 
restaurant, and retail space for public education on environmental and economical impacts 
of bee colonies and their threatened future in canada due to colony collapse Disorder.



problem identification statement 

colony collapse Disorder (ccD): a disorder of honeybees (apis mellifera) that is characterized 
by sudden colony death due to the disappearance of all adult worker bees in a hive while 
immature bees, the queen bee, and the honey remain and that is of unknown cause.

Definition by: Merriam-Webster

CCD is an unintended consequence of poor agricultural methods which are disrupting the 
ecosystem we depend on. Pesticides and herbicides are the main cause for this catastrophe. 
The most sustainable, economical, and natural solution to restore and improve the damaged 
agricultural ecosystem is to recover and rebuild an abundance of healthy bee colonies 
(Winston, 2014). The public does not realize that concrete jungles are growing while their 
original inhabitants are disappearing. What was once a solution in the past is now a problem 
in the present, and the cure lies within the healthy synergy between us and the bees.



project significance 

Honey Leaf + Bumble’s mission is for Vancouverites to encourage harmonious co-existence with bees and 
understand the importance of a symbiotic relationship in an eco-friendly and sustainable urban ecosystem. 
This bee hub improves the health of bees and flourish the neighbourhood’s green space, liveliness, and 
revenue in conjunction with complimentary sustainable projects in the adjacent area.



design vision 

Honey Leaf + Bumble educates the public on the importance of working with bees to improve our 
ecosystem while achieving LEED Platinum, WELL Platinum, and the Living Building Challenge. A symbiotic 
relationship between bees and humans will thrive and benefit the community while reducing CCD. It is 
welcome to all community members to learn through workshops, tours, a restaurant, and retail space. The 
centre’s initiative is to take the first big step in rebuilding bee colonies in Vancouver and to gather all bee 
enthusiasts to join in on this positive impact for the city.



part 2: research



demographics & stakeholders 

Honey Leaf + Bumble serves to educate the entire community of Vancouver Individuals, families, and groups, of all 
different ages, income, background, and accessibility, are welcome to visit the centre. The staff will comprise of industry 
professionals and volunteers as well as a program for the homeless community to partake in therapeutic beekeeping, 
harvesting, and retail sales.

CITy of VANCouVEr BoArDs of PArk AND rECrEATIoN
 
This government organization creates and manages parks and recreations around Vancouver. They place heavy emphasis 
on expanding greenery and sustainable projects throughout the city to coincide with their Vancouver 2020 Greenest City 
Initiative. 

citystuDio
 
A local project school and innovation hub where staff, students, and the community can co-create experimental projects 
to make Vancouver a more sustainable, liveable, and enjoyable city. Honey Leaf + Bumble educates the public on bee 
awareness and it requires a collaborative youth community to support, and promote workshops, tours, and community 
events.

HIVEs for HuMANITy

A non-profit organization in the Downtown Eastside, Vancouver which encourages community connections through 
beekeeping. Their activities in supporting local businesses, charities, and at-risk community allow them to have a strong 
reputation in the beekeeping world. Hives for Humanity’s knowledge of bees, bee by-products, and bee culinary will assist 
Honey Leaf + Bumble’s bee awareness vision and education.

schools

Elementary, secondary, and post-secondary institutions around the Lower Mainland bring their students to Honey Leaf 
+ Bumble for experiential tours and workshops. It is especially important for students of all ages and backgrounds to be 
involved and educated in the world of bees.

LoCAL AGrICuLTurE

Local farming and gardening organizations will benefit from working with Honey Leaf + Bumble because of the bee’s 
pollination services. The Vancouver community will also benefit from local agriculture to have excellent produce. 

fAMILIEs AND INDIVIDuALs

All welcome to discover fascinating information on various bee species and significance to the community. It is a chance 
for families or strangers to bond together in a space designed for open communication and transferring of knowledge. 
Their presence will increase the image of a family-friendly educational centre.



Untitled map

Untitled layer

Point 1

site location 

honey leaf + bumble is located on the corner of e 1st avenue and thornton street. 
This diverse and vibrant site is located on the western portion of Creative Campus 
area of the proposed false Creek flats Plans. Based on Vancouver’s Greenest City 
Initiative 2020, this area has no access to public green space within 400 metres. By 
locating the bee awareness centre here, it will introduce pollinator-friendly green 
space in accordance with the false Creek flats Plans to help the city’s initiative in 
increasing access to public green space. This growing district will expand its current 
transit network, pedestrian walkways, and cycling paths.

Current situation Proposed Pollinator links & Pathways



building analysis 

DEsIGNEr
 
 Design concept by Cassandra koechlin - 2016/17 BCIT Architectural science Alumni
 adapted for honey leaf + bumble

DEsIrED AEsTHETICs for BuILDING EXTErIor
 
 one storey
 Great connection between the interior and exterior
 Welcoming, inviting, and having sense of flow
 one significant entry similar to beehive structure
 Playful architecture with curves and angles

area
 
 1813 m2 indoor / 19,514 sf indoor
 1000 m2 outdoor / 10,763 sf outdoor

susTAINABILITy
 
 Green Corridor
 Positioned for views and solar collection
 Turned away from the street for better acoustics
 rainwater harvesting
 Gray water treatment system



part 3: concept



concept ideation 

Inspired by how bees gather around to communicate, Honey 
Leaf + Bumble explores the idea of “show and tell” to exchange 
knowledge and information through spatial qualities of free 
flow of movement and harmonious rhythm and balance.

gathering

Gathering resembles the act of coming together 
around a central focal point or messenger to create 
a variety of open dialogue and communication. 
knowledge will be spread throughout in a space 
designed for the exchanging of information.



free flow

Mimicking the natural beauty of honeycomb structure’s 
organic form, free flow in circulation and spatial form allows 
users to have a personal experience within an organic 
environment to encourage engagement with the bees, 
other users, and the building itself to build connectivity. 

harmony

harmony blends variety with unity to capture the 
bees’ coordinated and systematic spirit. Balanced 
rhythm in the interior’s form, function, and emotion 
will gather all visitors for a seamless learning 
experience within a space of contrasting elements. 



lighting

Natural and architectural lighting will create the most 
comfortable environment with its warm, ambient glow. Varied 
lighting levels, from displays to circulation, will cast the right 
balance of light and shadows for a pleasant atmosphere.

show and tell

Becoming the central messenger in transferring 
information to the surrounding audience is Honey 
Leaf + Bumble’s role as the “show and teller” within 
the educational bee awareness visitor centre and 
throughout Vancouver’s community. 



part 4: design
development



schematic planning diagram

schematic planning test the feasibility of the spaces in the following 
criteria: adjacencies, acoustics, orientation to the sun, access to daylight, 
zoning, views, function, and application of concept. Honey Leaf + 
Bumble’s four main educational spaces: observation hives, retail store, 
workshops, and restaurant, are all located adjacent to the entry and 
lobby for visitors to directly access them.

final program
entry and lobby
reception Desk
observation Hives
retail store with staff room
restaurant and kitchen
3 classrooms
Tree Garden
Honey Extraction room
Apiary staff room
hive maintenance room
security office
staff Area
Washrooms
Plumbing room
mechanical room
Janitor room
electrical and i.t. room
Bike storage

> >> >

preliminary planning

The preliminary planning phase introduced the concept of free flow, 
organization, and harmony, into the circulation, adjacencies, and spatial 
form. the plans evolved from linear and block forms to curvilinear and 
fluid experiential spatial volumes. Continuous ideations transformed 
what once was a single flow of traffic to a circular and engaging 
architecture with strong interior to exterior connections.



study model elevation ideation sketches



Primary Walls, Ceiling, and Millwork Throughout
Quarter-Cut White oak

Accent Wall - kitchen
2” Hexagon Tiles

Tile Grout
White

herman miller
sayl

Nardi Dining
White

Nardi Dining
yellow

Coalesse Dining
White Back-Painted Glass

Cabinet Edge Pulls
chrome

Control Joint finish - Brushed Aluminum

flooring Throughout - Concrete

Bee observation Window 
Black Tinted Glass

Glazing Throughout
Clear Glass

secondary Walls
White Paint

final floor plan materials board

rEsTAurANT

ENTry
oBsErVATIoN 

hiVes

retail

kITCHEN

oFFice

classroom

classroom

LATITuDINAL sECTIoN

LATITuDINAL sECTIoN

LoNGITuDINAL sECTIoN LoNGITuDINAL sECTIoN

classroom

MECHANICAL

LoADING
bay

Compost toilets to provide nutrients for surrounding gardens

rainwater Harvesting providing 
water throughout the centre

Pollinatory Garden & Apiary
Public Bike storage



latitudinal section reception desk ideation reception desk final

longitudinal section

Classroom - flexible layouts for various activities
                      retractable wall system to combine classrooms

full height glazing to maximize 
daylight in restaurant

rainwater Harvesting station

skylightsClerestory to graze architecture
and provide ambient natural lighting

open-concept kitchen and
order counter

rainwater Harvesting observatory

sloped roofline for rainwater  and sun collection sloped roofline for rainwater and sun collection 

open roof for Tree Garden to invite the exterior inside

Arched corridor with organically-shaped 
carved wood panels

Concrete flooring throughout for 
hydronic heating system

full height glazing for Tree Garden to maximize viewsopen dining arrangment for flexibility and comfort retail store selling bee by-products

Wheelchair accessibility

TrANsACTIoN ArEA

 froNT ELEVATIoN



entry 

upon entering Honey Leaf + Bumble, visitors are greeted by an organically-shaped arched corridor, 
inspired by natural honeycomb forms, soaring over a glass-enveloped tree garden. The concept of free 
flow is integrated within the circulation where visitors are able to choose their own way of experiencing 
the centre. Pockets of skylights are cast daylight rhythmically on gentle concrete outlining the central 
circulation. Expansive clerestory windows allow the sun to softly graze the carved wood arches to highlight 
the architectural feature and volume of the space. 

Tree Garden
Entry feature to enhance interior and exterior connection

Bumblebee information wall

Daylight sensor LED strip lighting

skylight
Casts dancing natural light onto the circulation path

reception Desk
feature millwork piece combining 
architectural form with function



restaurant 

Customers will be educated through a dining experience which entails serving food and drinks using only 
ingredients and products pollinated by bees. The in-season produce will also be showcased in the restaurant 
resembling the abundance of food provided to humans by bees and how much will be lost without them. The 
restaurant’s mission is to rebuild the collaborative effort of the mutual benefits of bee-pollination and crops 
within the agriculture community and encourage Vancouverites to support local produce.

Built-in cooler into order counter

LED striplighting to accent wood sloped ceiling

observation Bee Hives
Black-tinted windows to control light for bees

Tree Garden feature



restaurant features 

The restaurant features a comfortable and flexible dining area accented by warm yellow chairs and direct 
view and connection with the pollinator garden and apiary. Diners are responsible for ordering their meals 
at the counter and will receive a buzzer to notify them for pick-up. In part of creating awareness for the 
environment, diners are also responsible for cleaning up after their meals at the recycling station which 
consists of compost, paper, recyclables, and liquids. 

recycling station
compost, Paper, recyclables, liquids

LED base lighting for accent

Continuing ceiling feature reinforcing
gathering concept

recessed LED cove lighting

Adjacent to exterior Pollinator Garden and Apiary

observation Bee Hives
Black-tinted glass to control light for bees

sloped wood ceiling

Leaf-Cutter Bee 
information wall

rainwater Harvesting 
observatory



retail 

 A retail area where honeybee by-products crafted by the at-risk community, such as honey, lip balm, and 
candles, are sold in conjunction with local books about bees, artisan crafts, and merchandise. The store 
encourages the community to support and connect with Vancouver’s local beekeepers and helpers with 
their purchases to enhance community relationship.

Hexagonal custom LED lighting

modular Displays
Illuminating yellow translucent top to highlight products

sloped wood ceiling

frameless storage entry door Built-in illuminating product display

Built-in illuminating product display



observation hive exhibit 

open to the public, the hive tours will educate on the fundamental and importance of bee colonies and 
their relationship to their surrounding environment through a multi-sensory experience. Working with the 
at-risk community, the hives and honey harvest will be tended by them under professional guidance while 
providing bee therapy and job opportunities. The Hive’s goal is to increase plant diversity and pollinator 
corridors around the city while stopping and promoting advocacy of banning usage of pesticides and 
herbicides to improve and rebuild bee colonies.  

recessed LED cove lighting
on curving and sloping wall

Honeybee information display

observation Bee Hives
Black-tinted glass to control light for bees

Adjacent to exterior Pollinator Garden and Apiary

Honey harvesting observation window

Interactive learning 
screens

modular Display
showcase for exhibit items



workshops 

seminars are run by bee specialists through hands-on and visual learning to inform visitors about the dire 
situation of honeybees and their importance in the city. The Workshop will provide programs for activities 
such as honey harvesting, bee hive construction, hierarchy in the colony, and research on bees. As part of 
expanding knowledge to the community, schools are encouraged to bring students of different education 
levels to take part in the workshops. The Workshop aims to install beekeeping practices and awareness into 
the community’s consciousness to improve on their symbiotic relationship with bees.

kitchenette
sink, storage, Countertop lighting

stackable multi-purpose chairs

foldable collaborative desks

retractable Wall system
Allows for flexibility to combine rooms together

Comfortable North light for learning



main corridor 

The irregular carved wood arches with pockets of skylight continues throughout the main corridor accented 
by clerestory windows and uplighting techniques. The restaurant, pollinator gardens, and apiary are visually 
connected with the corridor looking in from the west entry. The concept of gathering is expressed through 
the placement of the central kitchen, making it the heart of the visitor centre. The harmonious blend of 
organic, free flowing features with organized rhythm creates an inviting and comfortable atmosphere for 
visitors to have an experiential learning experience.

clerestory Windows
softly grazes the organically carved corridor in the daytime

Concealed LED striplighting
Mimicking daylight grazing architectural feature in the evening

open-concept kitchen
to follow gathering and sharing concept

uplight grazing of architectural feature 
for wayfinding and ambiance

skylight

main corridor 

The irregular carved wood arches with pockets of skylight continues throughout the main corridor accented 
by clerestory windows and uplighting techniques. The restaurant, pollinator gardens, and apiary are visually 
connected with the corridor looking in from the west entry. The concept of gathering is expressed through 
the placement of the central kitchen, making it the heart of the visitor centre. The harmonious blend of 
organic, free flowing features with organized rhythm creates an inviting and comfortable atmosphere for 
visitors to have an experiential learning experience.
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